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MOTIVATION
1) Weather models are an essential component of the upcoming
HALO-AC3 campaign. Applications include better flight planning and
actual interpretation of the collected data
2) Model domain and resolution needs to be optimized for best results
3) Forward operators are useful to simulate the expected measurements
4) Model data are essential also for air parcel trajectory simulation

F1: Schematics of the forward operator
PAMTRA which inplements the most
advanced scattering paramters. Ensure
consistency with the model microphysical
assumptions. Capable of simulating
consistently active and passive microwave
measurements
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F3: The actual airborne radar measurements (top-left panel) are compared with the simulated radar reflectivity along the flight track. Again, the higher resolution of the ICON-LEM
(bottom-left) allows to see the horizontal variability of the clouds. Also the 2-moment microphysics implemented allows for a better representation of hydrometeor sizes and hence the
simulated reflectivity values are closer to the observations

F4: An example application of the weather modeling to the simulation of air
parcel trajectories using the LAGRANTO software tool.
The coarse resolution wind field generates parallel trajectories and generally
faster velocities while the LEM simulationn generates slower trajectories that are
converging and form the cloud streets.
The accurate simulation of the wind field is essential for such trajectory modeling
which allows for a better flight plan

SUMMARY

F2: Simulated, vertically integrated reflectivity for a cold outbreak case (31-03-2019) measured during the airborne campaign AFLUX. The ICON-LEM 600m (2-mom microphysics) is
compared with the operational ICON and IFS models (both 13 km resolution). The flight path is shown with a red line. The simulated cloud fileds are similar, but the higher resolution of
the ICON-LEM model allows for a better representation of the cloud streets during this event
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- The HiRes simulations allow for a better representation of
clouds and wind fields
- The instrument forward simulations and trajectory
modeling will help in the flight planning phase and in the
post-mission data interpretation
- The size of the simulation domain must be adapted to
reduce the computational cost
- Forward simulations are also expensive. Working on a
LUT scattering table implementation for fast (online)
computations during the campaign
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